
Food diaries

1. Number

2. Fave Food

3. Date 

4. Adjective - Ends In Y

5. Color

6. Type Of Store

7. Number - Two Digits

8. Sweet Treat Plural

9. Food You Cant Live Without

10. Comfort Food Dish

11. Number

12. Number Less Than Ten

13. Verb - Ends With Ing

14. Hand-Held Food

15. Adjective - Ends With Ing

16. Fave Snack

17. Scent

18. Feeling

19. Food You Love

20. Adjective
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Food diaries

When stuck at home, the most consistent thing in my life has been food. So much so that I thought it'd be

interesting to document my week.

Day 1: Cleaned out leftovers in the fridge. Number containers of [ Fave Food ]], something that's

marked with [ date ]. and something [ Adjective - ends in Y ] and [ color ]-colord

Day 2: Went to the [ type of store ] store and bought [ Number - two digits ] barrels of [ sweet 

treat plural ] and forgot to get [ Food you cant live without ]

Day 3: Tried to cook a [ Comfort food dish ] in the microwave. It took [ number ] rounds of nuking

and [ number less than ten ] out of 10 would not recommend.

Day 4: Felt inspired as I scrolled through the social media hashtag #quarantinecooking and imagined myself

mastering the art of [ verb - ends with ING ] while juggling [ hand-held food ]

Day 5: Discovered that eating the same food 5 days straight is in fact, [ adjective - ends with ING ].

Day 6: Found a dried [ fave snack ] behind the couch. Contemplated if it was still good to eat.

Day 7: Didn't realize that I would be attracted to the smell of [ scent ]. It made me feel the sweet, sweet

emotion of [ feeling ] and I can't get enough. Makes me want to eat [ food you love

Looking forward to a [ adjective ] week to come!
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